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A Silent Cry
 
I've never told you what I feel
I've never shown my love for you
but you know me very well
hope you'll understand me
try to listen the silent cry
of inmost heart of mine
 
I did not want to go away
I did not know your value
now I understand my love
for the river brimming
for my home and my village
I'm longing for home coming
 
I'm tired of their tortured looks
I'm tired of proving myself
they're trying to make me what I'm not
changing me to someone else
I miss my home, I miss my village
and I miss the river brimming
want to show my love for them
I'm longing for home coming
 
I know I've troubled you so much
I know you are tired of me
my nuisance pranks frustrate you
and you tried to get rid of me
and I know I deserve more
but my heart can't bear them anymore
I'm tired of this place
I want my home, I want my village
I want the river brimming
want to show my love for them
I'm longing for home coming
 
and you know me very well
hope you understand me
try to listen the silent cry
of inmost heart of mine
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And Then One Day
 
And then one day
 
Sun rose and set all the same
Day began and then night came
Life was so easy to tame
And then one day, you came.
 
Travel was as always, lame
Some were there to brighten the day
Life was meant to stay the same
And then one day, you came
 
Simple, straight, focused, planned
That was me, known so far
It was all about watching the game
And then one day, you came
 
You came with storms, and rainbows too
You came and changed what seemed true
You came like waves, and again
It all started when you came
 
Its been so long, been so quiet
It has been all it might
It was the way it was, again
And then one day, you came
 
-  chetna kaushik
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And You Don'T
 
You learn and then u dont
You speak n thn u dont
You listen n thn u dont
You try n thn u dont
You see and then u dont
You stay and thn u dont
You laugh n thn u dont
You love n thn u dont
You do and thn u dont
You live n thn u dont
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Go Home, Be Found
 
Go home, be found
 
Be wherever you want to be
Be there when you want to be
Be the wind, the ocean and plains
Be moutains, be the sky and flee
 
Go home, be found
 
Be the answer to the question in their eyes
Be the twinkle in the eyes who smile
Be the hope you have been looking for
Be moment that you waited for
 
Go home, be found
 
Be color, be sun, be the limitless time
Be the one you wished for
And begin to shine
Be dew, be smile, be love
And be the grass
Be bird and fly and see the world afar
 
Go home, be found
 
Be earth, be turns, be untamed waves of sea
Be star, be moon, be what you can ever be
Be lost, be certain, be all you can see
 
Go home, be found.
 
Chetna Kaushik
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La Vie En Rose
 
La vie en rose..
 
The way the breeze touch my skin
The way you come from behind
They way the smile plays on my lips
The way it is.. La vie rn rose..
 
Your touch lingers for a while
Your smile, makes me smile
Your eyes say it all to me
With you it is.. La vie en rose
 
Your heart, your soul
Your body, you whole
Your face, your words
The way your eyes smile
It makes.. La vie en rose..
 
Chetna Kaushik
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My Wonderland
 
My wonderland
 
As i stepped in, it did not seem
That it is going to be real
The words they scream 
the water streams
Sunshines over sand
In my wonderland
 
The music keeps flowing
The wind never stops
And when you wake up
You get new hopes
The life you understand
In my wonderland
 
Fragrance of roses
And medows big green
The great blue ocean
Rains a lot, and makes me dream
Everthing so grand
In my wonderland
 
Most beautiful of them all
In the middle, a waterfall
You will find what you love
And maybe much more
Heaven on the land
In my wonderland
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Nights Come Easily
 
Life fades away our joys
broke us like the toys
sometimes its better to go
its better not to know
when there's nothing to see
or nothing we see
it feels to throw away
it makes us go away
a second all it takes
all happens so suddenly
and leaves a thought in me
to let go everything
lets see what tomorrow may bring
get ready to be surprised
cause a night can come easily
but a dawn takes a littl long
to begin
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Not Until I Cease To Live
 
Every single word you said
every single thing you did
all the promises you made to me
I'm not going to forget it all
 
Not until i cease to live
not until i cease to breathe
 
your childish, stubburn, little wish
your voice that's always in my mind
your face, your eyes, your beautiful smile
I'm going to remember forever
 
not until i cease to live
not until i cease to breathe
 
the time when you left me alone
the time you left me crying
leaving everything as it is
the pain that will never end
I'm not going to forgive all this
 
not until i cease to live
not until i cease to breathe
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Of Sunlight And Shades
 
Of sunlight and shade...
 
Mornings with wind taking over the thoughts
Evenings with wind try  taking grudge away
Nights come with breeze making things fall right
Life is like sunlights and shades
 
Childhoods with feeling world's in hand
Youth, like having everything in end
Old, when nothing can be the same
Life is like sunlights and shades
 
Love's like it is never to fade
Commitments, like rather not deny
Settling is, nothing's ever better
Life is like sunlights and shades
 
Arguments, like having a different view
Fights, over that might have grew
Separation, turns the worst and the best
Life is like sunlights and shades
 
And it takes its time to get in control
Its takes its time to grow,
It gives and takes and gifts a lot
Its made of what it made for you
Life is like sunlights and shades
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Runaway
 
All i can see..
Is the doubt that's always in your eyes and..
All i do is
Be better for you somehow
 
All i want to..
Is to make you proud all the time
and
Just once..
I wanna feel appreciated.
 
I see a way.. I better make it to it..
I see a way.. I make sure i be there
And all i want to do... Is runaway
 
All i can feel.. Is all alone and all the time
All i want to be... Is happy and smiling just like an infant
 
All i want to.. Is to make you happy and see you smile..
And..
Just once
I want to be appreciated
 
I see a way.. I make it to the end somehow and
I see a way.. I see how i have come so far
And all i want is to runaway
 
I wanna be in the silence
I wanna be somewhere happy
I want you to be proud
Even if its not because of me
 
And all i wanna do is... Runaway
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Scream..
 
I wear a smile on my face
because I don't want to show my pain
cause if I show you the pain
I think you'll faint
knowing that how can I bear
why did not you hear
the scream inside me
 
the way I make you feel
confuses you what is real
what you see on my face
or what I say
its so common you couldn't see
you could not hear
the scream inside me
 
fear of getting hurt scares me
and the pain of broken heart
the way I feel is awful
but you don't have to fear
I'm here to reduce yours
and still you can not see
you can not hear
the scream inside me
 
the darker side of my life
is the side you can never find
cause I don't want you to know
the fear of my heart
I don't want you to see
I don't want you to hear
the scream inside me
 
My heart will never let you inside
the doors tightly closed
the thing which is inside
will always be there
and which would never enter
I know no one can see
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I know no one can hear
the scream inside me..
 
Chetna Kaushik
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So Dawn Goes Down To Day
 
So dawn goes down to day
 
Words fail to express the feel
And mind can not think of a way
The feeling, collasping walls within
The feeling, not to say
Feelings, not to stay
Like dawn goes down to day
 
The aching grows on and on
Speeches can't convey
The scent thats the last hope
The feel of being around
The feel, it goes away
Like dawn goes down to day
 
So dawn goes down to day
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Together
 
Together we were like track of train...
Just seemed to meet somewhere
 
Together we were like clouds of rain
Parted  when couldn't hold,
 
Together like dreams and eyes
Broken when woke up
 
Together we were like sky and sea
Reflection of the other
 
Together all we wanted to be
Just always together
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Up Up And Away
 
my dreams make me though
my hopes make you show
and you will never know
when i am gone
up up and away
 
head thts held high
not a second to sigh
wonders filled in mind
ecstatic and alive
up up and away
 
adventure seeks my way
blowing with the wind
to the cloud nine to lay
just when i am gone
up up and away
 
Chetna Kaushik
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Wicked
 
Wicked
 
It shines so bright
On the very sight
like the rigil kentaurus
It seems like fire
Filled with desire
And it shows a life in it
 
It seem its wicked
 
Something about it
Not certain, to doubt it
Magnetic and magical
A hundred year old
Structured in gold
With scars of infinite battles
 
It seems its wicked
 
But the brightness of it
The spirit of it
The light it had of its own
The power it shows
The secret it knows
Kept preventing its dawn
 
And it then it was known
Certainly, it was wicked.
 
Chetna Kaushik
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You
 
Just like a sweet scent breeze
Just like a cute funny tease
Leaving my heart filled with peace
You..
 
Just like a flower bud a new
Just like a leaf weighed with dew
Giving me hope for a start
You..
 
And like a book left to read
Just like a song left to sing
Making me to know more
You..
 
Then like a cold winter wind
Just like a storm raging in
Making me struggling to understand
You..
 
Just like an ode to the night
And like a race with light
Leaving me lost in the sight
You..
 
And like a warm warm hug
Just like a sweet soft kiss
Leaving me to feel the bliss
You..
 
Chetna Kaushik
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